Collaborating for a Surgical Smoke-Free Environment
Buffalo Filter Relaunches Clear the Air™ Program with New Logo
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Lancaster, NY (March 31, 2017) – Buffalo Filter is pleased to announce a new logo for our Clear the Air™ program.
The Clear the Air™ program was developed several years ago to provide facilities with the tools and support
necessary to analyze gaps in practice, develop policies and provide education needed to establish, guide and
maintain a surgical smoke-free environment for perioperative teams and patients.
“As research suggests there is an increased incidence of asthma and other respiratory problems in the experienced
perioperative nurse population,” states Robert Scroggins, clinical programs manager at Buffalo Filter. “As
stakeholders we encourage you to join the effort to rid surgical environments of the hazards associated with surgical
smoke inhalation”.

We welcome you and your facility to join us in collaborating for a smoke-free environment. Take the first step in order
to make a difference in the safety of staff and patients by contacting a Buffalo Filter representative to schedule a free
consultation. Visit www.buffalofilter.com/cleartheair-clinicians/ to learn more.

About Buffalo Filter
For over 25 years, Buffalo Filter has been a globally recognized brand in surgical safety. Dedication to improving
healthcare safety and a strong commitment to quality, inspired the launch of cutting edge innovations in surgical
smoke evacuation and laparoscopic surgery solutions. Buffalo Filter’s world renowned education program has
changed the way the global healthcare community sees surgical smoke. Join some of the most prestigious
organizations in becoming smoke free by partnering with Buffalo Filter on a customized “Clear the Air” program.

Contact Buffalo Filter world headquarters at: 5900 Genesee Street, Lancaster, New York; Phone: 716.835.7000; Fax:
716.835.3414; Website: buffalofilter.com

Buffalo Filter LLC is owned by the Filtration Group, an affiliate of Madison Industries. For more information on
Filtration Group please visit www.filtrationgroup.com.
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